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LIVE AS IF YOU
WERE TO DIE
TOMORROW. 
LEARN AS IF YOU
WERE TO LIVE
FOREVER.

-MAHATMA GANDHI
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Lex Familia, as the name suggests, is an endeavour to create a Family of Lawyers.
Our vision is to create an alliance of senior practitioners and young legal minds. We
strongly believe in “learning together and growing together”. With this idea of
togetherness, we have associated with senior practitioners to share their learnings
and experience with young legal minds. 

We have been awarded as one of the top 10 Edtech companies for our outstanding
performance and contribution in the field of Edtech Industry by The Global Hues, a
well-known business magazine, in the year 2022.

We ‘share’ and we ‘care’ – with this motto we look forward to ‘share’ the knowledge
which benefits the students to enter the corporate world with much more
preparedness, knowledge and confidence; and during the process we also ‘care’ to
guide freshers on a path suitable for them in a structured manner with our
continuous mentorship available to them. 

At LFI, we educate young lawyers in a fashion that is completely distinctive. Our
primary aim is to equip budding lawyers with the necessary legal training
equivalent to what is expected of an associate working in a law firm, all provided
from a practical standpoint with practitioner’s insight. 

Breaking the stigma of approachability and the barrier between seniors and
juniors, our goal is to fill the significant gap that exists between traditional
learning outcome of students in college and the expectations of a law firm. Having
trained quite a few associates ourselves, we understand the gap and with our
sessions and mentorship programme, we tend to address the need of students and
prepare them to be a law firm/corporate organisation ready. 

In our workshops, the endeavour is to teach about entire practice area with
simplicity and the most complicated concepts are taught with ease. We also
conduct analysis of real-life transactions for students to ensure that they
understand the concepts based on their applicability. We aim to ensure that every
student develops a strong base, with special emphasis on practical topics dealt on a
day-to-day basis. We train our students like we train our associates and with this
approach we hope to make a difference in our legal fraternity.

The master workshop on Securities and Corporate Laws will be primarily
conducted by Mr. Narayan Kedia, along with Mr. Saswat Mohanty and other senior
practitioners working with reputed organisations and law firms.

ABOUT LEX FAMILIA INDIA



Experience of over 9 years in Corporate Laws and has been associated with

Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas, Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co., and

Desai & Diwanji. Advised clients of various aspects of General Corporate

Laws, Initial Public Offerings, Right Issues, Qualified Institutions Placements,

Public Debt Issuances, amongst others.

NARAYAN KEDIA
Vice-President Legal Indiabulls

SASWAT MOHANTY
In-House Legal Counsel NSE

Experience of 14 years in the field Securities and Investment Laws,

Corporate Laws and Banking Laws. In the past, he has worked at senior

position in Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co., J. Sagar Associates, and

BMR Legal. Has advised clients in various Capital Raising Transactions

including Initial Public Offerings, Rights Issue, Qualified Institutions

Placement, Debt Restructurings, Takeover and other Securities Laws

aspects, Private Equity Transactions, Public Mergers and Acquisitions,

amongst others. He has also been awarded with Lex Falcon Award for his

contribution in the legal industry.

OUR EXPERT TEAM

Saswat Mohanty

Narayan Kedia



WHAT MAKES LFI DIFFERENT

One-on-One Interaction with Senior Practitioners

Though we offer workshops designed around practice areas, the students also benefit from

personal interaction with senior practitioners on real time basis.

We share ‘experience'

The practitioners associated with us not only offer practical insights into their areas of

laws but also share their experience of transactions and work in law firms which helps

student in having an indicative idea about a firm’s environment.

Workshop & Internship go hand in hand

Obviously, the experience a student may avail while interning at a law firm is

incomparable provided such internship is for a considerable period and there is

continuity in workflow. However, such sort of experience is possible only in an utopian

world; and unfortunately, the internship scenario in Indian law firms is not idealistic.  The

internships, in this day and age, do not serve the purpose from a students’ perspective

limiting their scope to learn about the realities of workspace environment. 

Also, with the increase in number of colleges and students and increased competition, it is

not easy for a student to apply and get a favourable response from these firms. Thereby,

increasing the level of disparity between a qualified student in comparison to a student

who has easy access to firms due to multiple reasons. We at our workshops try to bridge

that gap by providing the opportunity to all the students to learn more than what a

student could have gathered during their internships. The enrolled students learn

concepts during the workshop and apply them during the course of their internships

which ultimately help them get placed at these top tier law firms.



Quite a few students who unfortunately were unable to bag an opportunity

during ‘Zero’ day placements were able to replicate their internships into a

success story.

In this world and age wherein education and securing a placement is quite

stressful, the senior practitioners at LFI engage in personal assessment

sessions with students to understand the issues at depth to provide solution-

oriented assistance. Such sessions and personal guidance on time-to-time

basis has really helped our students to express themselves and unlock their

potential to the highest level.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT
OF SOFT SKILLS

Sometime acquiring ‘hard’ skills (such as knowledge and application) is not so

hard; and developing ‘soft’ skills (such as communication, attitude, etc.) is a

major task for many. Our ‘interactive’ sessions and multiple tasks allotted

during LFI journey has enabled students to showcase confidence in

communication and articulation of thoughts, amongst others. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR
MASTER WORKSHOP

LAW FIRM READY
Almost all of our students who have consistently attended our workshops are

well equipped to contribute and function well in a law firm. 

ZERO TO HERO EFFECT

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT AND GUIDANCE



Types of Companies and Meetings;

Evolution of Companies Laws in India;

Incorporation of a Company and Matters Incidental thereto;

WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

COMPANIES ACT 
DURATION: August 1, 2023- August 31st, 2023

Provisions Regarding Directors and Key Managerial Personnel; 

Management and Administration; 

Public Issues; Private Placements; Rights Issues and Buy-Back of Shares;

Oppression and Mis-Management;

Mergers and Acquisitions;

Winding Up; and

Miscellaneous chapters dealing with alteration of

share capital, payment of dividend, Nidhi companies,

amongst others



Evolution of securities and capital market in India and globally, and

establishment of SEBI and abolition of Controller of Capital Issues;

Purpose and intent of SEBI Act and Powers of SEBI; and role of stock

exchanges and its bye-laws;

Lifecycle of a company from incorporation till listing on Stock Exchanges;

and

Basic conceptual understanding of financial markets and capital markets

including primary market and secondary market;

Incorporation of a company and its funding requirements.

PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDING AND CAPITAL MARKETS
WORKSHOP (PE INVESTMENT FOLLOWED BY
INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING OF EQUITY SHARES,
RIGHTS ISSUE, QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONS
PLACEMENT, PREFERENTIAL ALLOTMENT, INITIAL
PUBLIC OFFERING OF DEBENTURES)
DURATION: September 1, 2023 - June  30, 2024

History and Evolution of Capital Markets and role of

Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)



Detailed discussion on documentation involving investments in unlisted

companies including discussion on non-disclosure agreement, term sheet,

share purchase agreements, share subscriptions agreements, amongst

others; 

Discussion on exit rights including exit by way of listing of shares on the stock

exchanges.

Discussion on due-diligence process and parameters in an investment

transaction; and

Basic conceptual understanding of angel investments/ venture capital

investments and related agreements entered into by the company or its

promoters (entry of Private Equity Investor in a company);

Detailed discussion on SEBI (Alternative Investment Funds)

Regulations, 2012, as amended;

Private Equity/ VC Fund ing/ Angel Investments in a Company

Discussion on process of investment by angel funds, venture

capital funds and PE investors in an unlisted company;



Discussion on applicable laws like Companies Act, 2013; SEBI (Issue of Capital

and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018; Securities Contracts

(Regulation) Act, 1956 and the relevant rules in relation to an IPO;

Introduction to IPO and discussion on key concepts including role

of market intermediaries in Capital Markets;

Initial Public Offering and Listing o f a company on stock

exchanges (Discussion on applicable Regulations, Process and

Documentation)

Drafting of IPO agreements such as Offer/Issue Agreement;

Underwriting Agreement, Registrar Agreement, Escrow Agreement,

amongst others; 

Discussion on role of auditors of a company; auditor certificates; and

due-diligence calls with auditors;

Detailed guidance and understanding of Due-Diligence of a company

undergoing an IPO;

Drafting of Offer Document/ Prospectus which will include detailed

discussion on how and why disclosures are required in the prospectus;

and Liability issues arising from such disclosures

Discussion on primary markets regulations on Fraud and

Misstatements;

Discussion on publicity guidelines and advertisements by an Issuer

company and intermediaries;

Discussion on IPO process and Timelines;

Discussion on Rule 144 A and Regulation S offerings under U.S.

Securities Laws;

Dissection of an IPO Transaction:



Discussion on certifications required from the company, directors,

promoters, and other intermediaries; and due-diligence calls with the

management of the company;

Interaction with SEBI on their observations in an IPO; and preparation

of corrigendum post filing of the draft offer document with SEBI;

Discussion on listing process;

Detailed discussion on legal opinion provided by lawyers to the

merchant bankers and Rule 10 b-5 opinion under U.S. Securities Rules;

and

Reading of Financial Statements

Discussion on book building mechanism and pricing of shares;



Drafting of standard certificates and auditors’ deliverables;

Discussion on process of Rights Issue;

Discussion on Fast Track Rights Issue;

Discussion on other laws such as foreign exchange laws, Takeover

Regulations, amongst others, applicable in connection with the Rights Issue;

and

Discussion on concepts such as renunciation, underwriting in the Issue,

amongst others. 

Discussion on applicable laws like Companies Act, 2013; SEBI (Issue of Capital

and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018; Securities Contracts

(Regulation) Act, 1956 and the relevant rules in relation to Rights Issue;

Drafting of resolutions in connection with the Rights Issue;

Issuance of shares on Rights basis by the Company (‘Rights

Issue’) (Discussion on applica ble Regulations, Process and

Documentation)

Drafting of transaction documents;

Drafting of offer documents (draft letter of offer and letter of offer);



Drafting of resolutions in connection with the QIP;

Drafting of offer documents (preliminary placement documents);

Drafting of transaction documents including placement

agreement;

Drafting of standard certificates and auditors deliverables;

Discussion on process of QIP;

Discussion on role of intermediaries in a QIP process; and

Discussion on drafting of intimations to stock exchanges and

timing of QIP.

Discussion on applicable laws like Companies Act, 2013; SEBI (Issue of Capital

and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018; Securities Contracts

(Regulation) Act, 1956 and the relevant rules in relation to QIP;

Discussion on eligibility conditions and pricing of the QIP;

Issuance of shares to Qualified Institutional Buyers by way of

Qualified Institutions Placement (‘QIP’) (Discussion on

applicable Regulations, Process an d Documentation)



Discussion on applicable laws like Companies Act, 2013; SEBI (Issue of Capital

and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018; Securities Contracts

(Regulation) Act, 1956 and the relevant rules in relation to Preferential

Allotment;

Discussion on eligibility conditions and pricing of the shares in the

Preferential Allotment;

Issuance of shares on preferential allotment basis

(‘Preferential Allotment’) (Discussion o n applicable

Regulations, Process and Documentation)

Drafting of resolutions in connection with the Preferential Allotment;

Drafting of private placement offer memorandum and

explanatory statement to the shareholders resolution in

connection with the Preferential Allotment;

Drafting of transaction documents; 

Discussion on process of the Preferential Allotment; and

Discussion on drafting of intimations to stock exchanges and

timing of the Preferential Allotment



Drafting of transaction documents such as Offer/Issue Agreement, Debenture

Trust Deed, Registrar Agreement, amongst others; 

Discussion on role of auditors of a company; auditor certificates;

and due-diligence calls with auditors;

Discussion on certifications required from the company, directors,

promoters, and other intermediaries; and due-diligence calls with the

management of the company; and

Discussion on listing process

Post listing compliances and discussions on provisions of the SEBI

(Listing Obl igations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, as

amended

Drafting of Offer Document/ Shelf Prospectus/ Tranche Prospectus which will

include detailed discussion on how and why disclosures are required in the

prospectus; and Liability issues arising from such disclosures;

Discussion on applicable laws like Companies Act, 2013; SEBI (Issue and

Listing of Non-Convertible Securities) Regulations, 2021; Securities Contracts

(Regulation) Act, 1956 and the relevant rules;

Dissection of an NCD IPO Transaction:

Initial Public Offering of Non-Convertible Debentures

(Discussion on applicable Regulations, Process an d

Documentation)

Discussion on IPO process and Timelines;

Detailed guidance and understanding of Due-Diligence of a

company undergoing a NCD IPO;



READING OF FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS   

DURATION: July 1, 2024 - July 15, 2024

Reading and understanding “financial statements” and “financial concepts” is

important for young lawyers from the purpose of conducting due diligence in

various transactions including Private Equity, Mergers and Acquisitions,

Capital Markets, and Banking and Finance transactions. In addition to

conducting due diligence, reading of financial concepts is also important from

the perspective of understanding structure of a transaction, drafting of

business section, discussion with merchant bankers, fund managers, amongst

others.

Understanding and reading of balance sheet, profit & loss account and cash

flow statements along with schedules and notes;

Understanding of important concepts such as EBIDTA, Contingent Liabilities,

Depreciation and Amortization, Discounted Cash Flow, PAT and PBT (Above

the line and Below the line), Networth, Related party transactions, Internal

rate of return, CAGR, amongst others

During the workshop, we  will have detailed discussion at the very basic

level to advance level about the following

Understanding of important ratios such as Debt-Equity ratio, Debt-Total

Assets, Interest Coverage Ratio, P/E ratio, amongst others.



 MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
DURATION: July 16, 2024 to August 31, 2024

Regulatory framework of mergers and acquisitions (‘M&A’)

Structure of M&A transactions

Detailed discussion on drafting and analysis of transaction documentation

including non-disclosure agreement, term sheet, shareholders agreement,

share subscription/ purchase agreement

Detailed discussion on due diligence parameters in a M&A transaction

Discussion on process of listed M&A transaction

Discussion on analysis of a scheme filed with NCLT in relation to mergers and

amalgamations



COMPETITION LAWS
DURATION: Sep 1, 2024 to Sep 15, 2024

Basic introduction to the Competition Act, 2002, as amended – Helicopter

View

Discussion and analysis of Anti-competitive agreements

Discussion on Abuse of Dominant Position

Merger Control

Competition Law in the Digital Economy

Discussion on landmark judgments on competition law



TAKEOVER REGULATIONS AND INSIDER
TRADING REGULATIONS

DURATION: Sep 16, 2024 - Oct 15, 2024

Discussion on concepts of ‘control’, ‘acquirer’, ‘persons acting in concert’,

‘open offer’, amongst others under the SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of

Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (‘Takeover Regulations’)

Discussion on process of open offer and timelines

Discussion on drafting of public announcement, detailed public statement

and letter of offer in connection with open offer

Continual disclosure obligations under the Takeover Regulations

Discussion on concepts of ‘insider’, ‘UPSI’, ‘trading plan’, ‘trading window’,

amongst others under the SEBI (Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations,

2015, as amended (‘Insider Trading Regulations’)

Continual disclosure obligations under the Insider Trading Regulations

Analysis of case studies dealing with provisions of the Insider Trading

Regulations



FOREIGN EXCHANGE  REGULATIONS
DURATION: Oct 16, 2024 - Oct 30, 2024

Discussion on foreign exchange laws including discussion on capital and

current account transactions

Discussion on Foreign Exchange Management (Non-Debt Instruments) Rules,

2019, as amended including discussion on key concepts such as FII and FDI

investments

Discussion on Foreign Exchange Management (Debt Instruments)

Regulations, 2019, as amended

Discussion on master directions framed by RBI in relation to external

commercial borrowings



WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

The sessions will begin on 

AUGUST 1,  2023.
The workshop will be

administered virtually. All
sessions will be provided on

a live and interactive
platform.

Recordings will be provided
on request in case of any

unforeseen circumstances;

Handouts, as applicable, will
pe provided prior to each

session.

All sessions will be conducted
primarily on Wednesday,

Saturday and Sunday during
the week.

Each session will be for a
duration of 90-120 minutes.

The workshop concentrates on both theoretical and practical

aspects, it focuses on skill development by putting theory into

practice. 



IMPORTANCE OF MASTER
WORKSHOP IN SECURITIES AND

CORPORATE LAW
The most common phrase which a fresher is accustomed to hearing in a law firm

during their early days is ‘This is a Law Firm and not a Law School’. Irony being what

is expected of such fresher in a law firm is not actually taught in a law school. The

only possibility left for law freshers to understand and gather nuances of practice

areas is through the internships secured by them at law firms. 

With the increase in number of students applying for corporate internships and with

the limited availability at law firms, it is quite arduous for a student to secure an

internship in the first place. Even if someone is able to get hold of an internship, the

entire purpose of interning in a firm doesn’t get accomplished. 

Unfortunately, in this day and age, internships don’t really teach a lot to students,

and this is on account of multiple factors including duration of internship which is

too less for a student to really figure out the area of work he/she is involved in, and

nature of work allotted to such interns is of sub-standard quality considering the

interns are just students and the quality expected of them is way too low in

comparison to associates. 

The master workshop has been designed in a manner which will not only benefit a

student in understanding theoretical concepts relating to securities and corporate

laws but also will give a detailed insight on practice and process of transactions

involving capital markets, private equity and mergers and acquisitions. With this

workshop and due to consistent association with the senior practitioners in the

market for a long duration, a student will be ‘Associate’ ready even before they

graduate.



Even during the workshop, meritorious and dedicated students may get an

opportunity through our platform to secure internships in Tier I and Tier II Law

firms.Further, please note that the Training Workshops will not only benefit students

in understanding practical aspects of laws but will also help them in interacting with

Practitioners even after completion of such Workshops, wherein students can benefit

by seeking guidance from such Practitioners on various aspects of legal queries

including but not limited to Placements and Job Opportunities.



I am delighted to share that I recently secured a pre-placement offer with Trilegal's

Capital Markets team. I enrolled in @lex familia India’s Master Workshop with the goal of

enhancing my practical knowledge, and I'm happy to say that I achieved that and so much

more over the course of an year.

Throughout the program, I appreciated how they balanced theoretical concepts with

practical knowledge. I never had an issue with the work provided to me during my

assessment internship, which is a testament to the quality of instruction that they

provide.

Additionally, I was guided by both teachers on how to improve my CV and also had mock

interviews and group discussion with them to prepare for internship and placement

opportunities.

I want to extend a special thank you to Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat Mohanty for

their excellent guidance and mentorship. They helped me navigate the complexities of the

legal field, and their insights have been invaluable. Thanks to them, I was able to network

effectively and gain industry insights that will serve me well throughout my career.

I'm grateful for the opportunities that LFI has provided me. The program has been a game-

changer for me, and I'm excited to see where my legal career takes me.

KAVYA KRISHNASWAMY
ASSOCIATE - TRILEGAL

O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL

TESTIMONIALS

MASTER WORKSHOP STUDENTS



My journey at LFI started 2 years ago and I have only grown as a person and a professional ever

since. Enrolling for the courses offered by LFI is the best decision I have taken professionally.

Enrolling for the Master Workshop is one such example. Master workshop has not only taught me

the importance of dedication and staying committed but also taught me the importance of not

getting complacent. 

Master Workshop covers a wide range of topics in capital markets, private equity and merger &

acquisitions, amongst other topics. The best part about Master Workshop is that it spans for over

a year. Which allows the teachers to engage with the students and give due time to understand

where they are struggling. It also helps the students to give due time and consideration to each

topic and learn it properly. Master Workshop also consists of various task and assignments

which students have to perform. This allows the students to understand the topic better by

knowing the practical aspect of it. 

Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat Mohanty dedicate a lot of time to mentor their students and

help them in any manner possible. From helping students to prepare for interviews to guiding

them in internships, they dedicate a lot of time just for our improvement. I have benefitted a lot in

my internships just because of their mentorship and help

AAJ SIKRI
ASSOCIATE - SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL
 

I attended LFI’s Master Workshop in Securities & Corporate Laws in my fourth year of law school.

And I can say it without a doubt, that LFI’s workshop is the best out of all different courses

available in the market today. Narayan Sir & Saswat Sir made sure to cover everything from

Companies Law to Private Equity to Capital Markets. When I sat for my day-zero interview at

Khaitan & Co., I had the confidence that would be able to tackle any questions thrown by the

panel. I attribute this confidence to their training & LFI’s sessions. 

Along with being informative, these sessions were highly interactive which prepares a student for

their future interviews and law firm interactions. When the nerves started hitting me a day before

my interview, a conversation with Narayan Sir and his encouraging words helped me in giving

my best the day after. They always make sure to be there for all the students be it internship

planning or interview preparations.

GUNIKA AGRAWAL
ASSOCIATE - KHAITAN & CO.

NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY, ODISHA



SATWIK ANAND
ASSOCIATE - CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL

I have been associated with LFI for well over 2 years now. The guidance of Narayan Sir and

Saswat Sir has helped me not only increase my knowledge of how the law works, but also gain

keener insights into the commercial aspect of corporate and securities law. 

All their sessions are conducted in an extremely comprehensive and detailed yet well structured

manner. Their top-down approach to complex laws makes what they teach extremely easy to

understand. They ensure that their students are aware of the substantive aspects of law while

simultaneously pushing every student to polish their soft skills and become better professionals. 

The Master Workshop has helped me gain confidence with respect to interviews and overall

personality development. They prepared us for the work which the law firms give in the initial

days which gave an edge over the others. Over and above the teaching aspect, Narayan Sir and

Saswat Sir are also extremely helpful individuals on a personal level. Their mentorship and

guidance has undoubtedly added a lot of value to my short professional life.

At LFI, we learn the practical aspects of commercial law while also appreciating the theoretical

aspects of it. LFI also provides a platform to engage in discussions with legal practitioners and

other law students which helps in gaining insights into the legal industry and learning the art of

effective communication. 

In addition to the workshops, we were individually guided and advised by Mr. Kedia and Mr.

Mohanty wherein we got an opportunity to discuss over our respective CVs and career goals, with

active mentorship on academic endeavours, prospective internship and work opportunities.

They became my guides and mentors who helped me believe in myself and taught me invaluable

skills which will help me in my professional journey. To anyone out there, the workshops

organised by LFI mentors are without a doubt #finalyearstudentapproved.

MUSKAAN GUPTA
ASSOCIATE - J. SAGAR ASSOCIATES
O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL



I have been associated with Lex Familia India workshops since March 2020. As a first-

year law student and a first-generation lawyer, I was keen to work in the field of

corporate laws but did not had enough understanding about the nuances of corporate

laws. To enhance my knowledge and understanding, I enrolled for the Master Workshop,

Capital markets Workshop and Corporate law sessions conducted by Mr. Narayan Kedia

and Mr. Saswat Mohanty. 

At the very early stage of my college life, I realised that the basic understanding of

companies act is not enough for one to learn, contribute, deal or negotiate in a live

transaction. Each practice area in the corporate world (be it capital markets or mergers

and acquisitions or private equity-venture capital) has a different process, nuances and

laws around it which cannot be taught in college.

At LFI, I was able to learn each and everything from very basic to advance level including

incorporation of a company, fundraising stages in a company, the process of how a

company gets its shares listed on the stock exchange, mergers and acquisitions, amongst

other things which is actually the real work one would do when they enter into the

corporate field. Being associated with Lex Familia India, Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr.

Saswat Mohanty since past few years has been an amazing journey for me wherein I have

not only understood corporate laws but also developed my soft skills which has also

become an important pre-requisite before joining a firm. 

Mr. Kedia, motivated and helped me and my co-authors with his experience in the

corporate area for writing an article on an amendment regulation (which can be accessed

on the LFI page> Knowledge Bank> Research Papers & Articles). Both my mentors have

helped me in my development from the first year of my college life in terms of drafting,

how to make disclosures in the document, due diligence, negotiating in a deal, amongst

other things. Now being in the final year of my college I can really see various growths

which a law firm expects from an A0 in myself.

I managed to procure an internship opportunity at Khaitan & Co. with their capital

markets team and I also received a call-back internship from the firm. Interning for the

first time in the capital markets area with a Tier-1 law firm was not at all challenging for

me to understand and contribute to the work because I knew of the transaction and the

process involved in the deal.

SARVESH SHARMA
GD GOENKA SCHOOL OF LAW



My first exposure to the corporate field, just as many others before me, were the mandatory

Company Law courses we took up at university as part of our curriculum. Though, I learned the

basics and earned myself a foothold, given the ‘DRY’ nature of the subject, I found it hard to

further develop my interest in this direction. However, in my third year, I was fortunate enough to

come across ‘Lex Familia India’, an effort started by Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat

Mohanty, to help those like me, who knew that they had an interest in the subject, but were not

clear on ‘how to develop it’ and in ‘which direction’. Soon after, I had signed up for the Corporate

Law Workshop, followed by the Capital Markets Workshop, the Private Equity Workshop and

many more. These workshops helped me explore the broad corporate field and gain clarity on the

area of expertise I would pursue my career in, Capital Markets. 

The workshops went beyond providing mere bookish knowledge, they delved into the practical

application of the law, which was key in developing a comprehensive understanding. I was able to

gain insight into the life cycle of a company, right from its incorporation to its winding up, as well

as everything in between, be it funding, mergers and acquisitions, key agreements and

transactions, listing and much more.  Aside from building my fundamentals in the subject, I have

also gained on a number of career building skills which have certainly helped improve my

performance at internships. The knowledge I have gained, particularly in the area of Initial Public

Offerings, had given me a leg up amongst other associates, and had even helped me receive a call

back from the firm. 

The guidance, support and mentorship I have received under Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat

Mohanty, have not only helped me in developing my knowledge bank, but have also helped in my

own personal development. Learning from someone with more experience and expertise in the

field, has helped me gain insights and offered strategies based on their experiences. I have learned

the importance of consistency and the consequences of complacency. They helped me figure out

what I wanted to pursue as a career, as well as how to navigate around the pitfalls of this practice

area. And I will be ever so grateful for this guidance.

Overall, I felt that the courses I had undertaken were an excellent investment in my career and

personal development. I have gained new skills, expanded my knowledge, and improved my

career prospects, all the while learning from experienced professionals in the field. And I hope you

would too.

NANDAN GARAPATI
O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL



This course has impacted my life in ways that I never could have anticipated. This course has given me the

confidence to pursue my ambitions and has unlocked previously closed doors. I have been associated with

LFI for two years now. And I can certainly say that their unique approach to teaching law is what sets this

course apart from all the others.

They didn't merely regurgitate facts from the book; instead, they engaged us in lively discussions,

explaining the law through their own experiences and insights. Their approach was refreshing and

effective, and I started to see that there was more to the subject than what I had been taught in college or

what could be learned from books. One of the most significant benefits of the course was that it allowed

me to understand market practices, something that is not always apparent in textbooks. This

understanding, along with the personalized guidance, has helped me build a much more comprehensive

perspective on the field, allowing me to explore and understand the practice areas that interest me the

most. Before enrolling in the course, I found the business section of the newspaper to be quite intimidating

with all the jargon. However, now I not only have a more comprehensive grasp of legal concepts, but I also

comprehend businesses, markets, and practices better. This knowledge has not only expanded my

perspectives but also facilitated the development of a deeper understanding of the legal sector.

In addition to their valuable guidance, Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat Mohanty have been

exceptionally supportive and approachable mentors. Their amiable demeanour and eagerness to interact

with their students created a conducive learning environment where I felt comfortable asking questions

and seeking guidance whenever necessary. I am grateful for the unwavering support and guidance

provided by them in identifying and overcoming the challenges that are a part of any learning journey.

JAHNAVI SEETHAMRAJU
SYMBIOSIS LAW SCHOOL, PUNE

I began my journey with LFI two years ago during my second year of Law school, and since then, I have

acquired competency in capital markets, general corporate law, and private equity practice areas. My

initial exposure to company law in my second year led me to the comprehensive Master Workshop, where I

gained a thorough understanding of these practice areas. This experience has not only helped me excel in

my internships but also enabled me to secure a prestigious Tier-1 internship. The mentors at LFI are

dedicated to ensuring that each student attains a comprehensive grasp of the subject matter. Their tireless

efforts have been instrumental in my professional growth.

At LFI, in addition to detailing of each of these practice areas, the mentors take that extra step to help you

grow as an individual. I have really benefited a lot in my last two years of association with them. The

Master Workshop is an all-inclusive workshop on corporate transactions such as mergers and

acquisitions, capital markets, private equity and venture capital; and securities law around it, and I

wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone aspiring to delve into the realm of Indian securities laws.

VIBHASA
O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL



I realised what a treasure trove LFI is right from the beginning of my association with them in

2021, because, for a law student and aspiring corporate lawyer, there can be no greater privilege

than to be taught the intricacies and complexities of corporate law, by senior practioners with a

combined experience of over two decades. Diving deep into the purposive aspects of legislations,

detailing the precise procedures and compliances as well as understanding and experiencing the

nuances of diligence and drafting are just some of the innumerable benefits the LFI Master

Workshop gives you. 

Most young law students want to be corporate lawyers but very few know what that really

entails, which is where LFI comes in, to teach aspiring corporate lawyers about the world of

corporate law and preparing them for their career. I can confidently say that the extent of

practical insight and pure knowledge LFI gives you, can never be matched by any college courses,

which is what helps students stand out in the market, be it at the time of internships or at the time

of actual job seeking. 

It is the dedication that Mr. Narayan Kedia and Mr. Saswat Mohanty have towards teaching,

helping and mentoring students that makes LFI a class apart. Both of them are always present as

guides and mentors for all their students in every way required and I have personally derived so

much benefit and personal growth through my discussions with them, both in the class setting

and on an individual basis. From helping me expand my horizons, to understanding the actuality

of the work of a corporate lawyer, to helping me prepare my CV, to applying for internships and

preparing me for interviews, both Mr. Kedia and Mr. Mohanty have always been there, at every

step along the way. 

To reiterate, LFI is the ultimate gold chest for all aspiring corporate lawyers and the mentorship

of Mr. Kedia and Mr. Mohanty is truly invaluable.

I have been doing LFI workshops for two years and I have seen my confidence shoot up not only in

terms of public speaking but also because of the knowledge and skills I have gained consistently.

Thanks to these courses, we could get an in-depth understanding of practice areas like capital

markets, private equity and so on. This has helped me significantly in internships where I have

performed exceptionally and even secured a callback at Trilegal. I thank Narayan sir and Saswat

sir who have been the best mentors I could have asked for. No matter the batch size, they have put

tailored effort into the growth of every student. If you are interested in corporate law, this is the

best thing that can happen to you.

HRISHI KAPADIA
MIT SCHOOL OF LAW

VANSHIKA SINGH
O. P. JINDAL GLOBAL LAW SCHOOL



LFI'S WALL OF FAME

PIYUSH KAUSHAL
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

KAVYA KRISHNASWAMY
TRILEGAL

RAINIKA MALHOTRA
SARAF & PARTNERS

SATWIK ANAND
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

GUNJEET SINGH
S&R ASSOCIATES

MUSKAAN GUPTA
J. SAGAR ASSOCIATES



LFI'S WALL OF FAME

RUKMAN BANKA
INDUS LAW

RIYA JAIN
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

PRIYA GALA
INDUS LAW

AAJ SIKRI
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

GUNIKA AGRAWAL
KHAITAN & CO

APOORVA TYAGI
SARAF & PA RTNERS



LFI'S WALL OF FAME

AJAY PODDAR
ADITYA BIRLA GROUP

ADITI KHANDELWAL
INDUS LAW

SARJANA DAS
KHAITAN & CO

ABHIMANYU AGARWAL
PWC

SHREYA MEHTA
AARTI INDUSTRIES

KISHAN KUMAR
LEX CONSULT



One time payment - INR 125,000 (Early Bird Discount of

20% on payment of one-time fee). The discount option is

available only for early registrations.

Scheduled payment - INR 60,000 before commencement of

workshop; and INR 75,000 to be paid in five equal tranches

of INR 15,000 in five months post commencement of

workshop.

Register yourself by clicking at the link below and payment

of INR 5000 to LFI account. The details will be shared

separately by way of an email.

Once you register, the details in relation to payment of Fees

will be mailed to you within 24 hours.

FEE & REGISTRATION

https://forms.gle/DTooeGNERgfjDtTk7

https://forms.gle/DTooeGNERgfjDtTk7


CONTACT US

Call/WhatsApp: 

+91-9372675997

Email: 

info@lexfamiliaindia.com

www.lexfamiliaindia.com


